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Abstract

The Floor Is Lava sets out to argue for and establish the epistemological advantages of non-

normative embodiment in theorising new perspectives on the subject/object ontological 

dichotomy. I explore this through the methodology of an autoethnographic expedition 

study via my wheelchair, in the Ashdown Forest. This is then developed through a series of 

writings recalling the physiological, psychological, material and sublime understandings of 

the experience; which are then used to inform a critique of existing literature and my own 

theoretical position and reflection. This unique autoethnographic methodology provides a 

framework which inherently questions the role of subjectivity in research, using the body, 

apparatuses, experiences, perception and specific context as both independent and interrelated 

facets of investigation.

I argue that the indeterminable dependency of body and wheelchair creates an onto-

epistemological condition most closely linked to the work of Karen Barad and agential 

realism.. This entanglement questions the material and embodied ontology of the self, but more 

importantly highlights the role that non-normative embodiment and landscape can play in re-

evaluating our relationship to things, asking, if the floor is lava, am I safe? In order to respond 

to this question and expand the ideas of Barad, the work situates itself by critiquing discourse on 

objectivity, subjectivity, technology, determinism and ontology by thinkers such as Heidegger, 

Ingold, Harman, Hodder and Glanville, and instead proposes a new state of being aligned 

with feminist discourse which relates to the intimate technological entanglement embodied by 

disability.
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Introduction

(1)

The footpath has all but disappeared beneath me now

the grass has thickened but equally the ground has grown deeper

navigation belongs to me.

I scan the surface in front of me, searching

remnants of past occupation,

but what use is that to me, my body knows no relation to theirs

I never leave the ground and as such

    as such it never leaves me, I must learn and predict

every deformity embraced     and felt

I know not what surrounds beyond what lies mere seconds ahead

I never leave the ground

    and it never leaves me,

I transverse a canyon,

one continent to another

hoping that my body follows suit, not bogged down in the banality of adversity

as we make it over and shift rightwards

the ground softens, the clarity of idiosyncrasies dissipates

There is a moment of rest

the gravity of the ground ceases    and my eyes level, 

my head straightens, and my body is still

     who knew we were here, in this vast landscape

The lineage of our bodily relationship to objects and technology could be dated back 

archaeologically to the first manifestations of tools, but most relevant our current social 

condition can be more closely dated back to the beginning of the industrial revolution. The 

point at which body, technology and landscape became undeniably entangled in a slurry of 

material consequences. In his essay ‘Point, Line and Counterpoint: From Environment to Fluid 
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Space ()’1, Tim Ingold traces a discursive lineage on the boundary conditions between the 

body or organism and the environment it exists with(in). Ingold discusses Batesons idea that 

“the mind is not limited by the skin”2, our ontological understanding is shaped by a material 

relationship to the world beyond our perception and our body. But what if we consider the role 

of embodiment, disability and the boundaries of physiology and technology, as an alternative 

material circumstance.

This thesis seeks to critique and develop this discourse further, underpinned by an empirical 

autoethnographic study. Conducted in the Ashdown Forest, the methodology presented in 

the following is argued as a unique opportunity to re-evaluate the traditional conditions and 

embodiments through which we contemplate onto-epistemological questions. Throughout 

which we must reflect upon our place and perception, in and of relation to the world we exist 

with(in)3. Through subjective textural4 recollections of my wandering through this unfamiliar 

landscape, the role of disability, or as I use in this essay as a nondescript term, ‘non-normative 

embodiment’5, is contemplated as a source of alternative epistemological understanding. I say 

nondescript not in order to define non-normative embodiment as an open, undefined state, but 

to present this term as one which can remain fluid amongst various methodological contexts.6

The epistemological and intersubjective consequences of non-normative embodiment 

encouraged authors to test the possibilities of language and form, and invited philosophers 

to rethink the relationships between the mind and the body, the self and the other, and the 

body and the external world.7 

1 Ingold, Tim. “Point, line and counterpoint: From environment to fluid space.” In Neurobiology 
of “Umwelt”, Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2009. pp. 141-155.

2 ibid

3 To exist with something and within something, in this case the world, expands the idea that we 
are both entangled and acting as an individual entities

4 Hetherington, Kevin. “Spatial textures: place, touch, and praesentia.”Environment and planning 
A 35, no. 11 (2003): 1933-1944.

5 Stanback, Emily B. The Wordsworth-Coleridge Circle and the Aesthetics of Disability. London: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2016.

6 My embodiment is as equally non-normative as one who is blind, deaf, completely immobile, 
but in this essay I present my experience, through my body, and the implications and discoveries that 
ensues from this experience.

7 ibid
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Born from this experience and post-event applied methodology was an interest in the subjective/

objective condition, more specifically, the triptych ontological state of myself, the wheelchair 

and the landscape, which up until this moment I had never contemplated as being more or 

less than distinct, individual entities. As we will unfold in this thesis, current discourse in the 

wide array of fields that this work applies – anthropology, philosophy, archaeology, sociology 

and even to an extent cybernetics, do not necessarily ignore these conditions but do inherently 

through their own subjectivities, and have not the physical means to question their ontological 

perspectives beyond their conventional physiological mind and matter; their physicality limits 

somewhat the possibility of heightened phenomenological experience.

Chapter 1, on my methodology will argue for the value of autoethnography, in not only reflecting 

an alternative physiological perspective but in helping to establish my position through an 

oscillation between recollection and theory8. To contextualise this work, Chapter 2 on Body, 

traces out a brief understanding of Body as a lone entity, from the impolite body of the industrial 

age, to how this has shaped our ideas today.  My methodology will be used to contemplate the 

role of my body in framing onto-epistemological ideas. We will discuss the role metallurgical 

advances had in curating the form of the body9 and how today we can instead use the body 

to curate our epistemological conception of objects. As a starting point and framework for 

more contemporary relational theories of object and self, chapter 3, Body and Tool, outlines 

the tool analysis of Heidegger10, from which the works of Ingold, Harman and Hodder have 

plateaued into a divisive field of enquiry, but one which is yet to present a non normatively 

embodied perspective on the subject. The final chapter, Body, Tool and Landscape, starts by 

looking beyond the fields discussed in Body and Tool towards Physics in the works of Barad11. 

By contextualising and deepening the entanglement of being and object through the lens of 

8 As part of this methodology I both utilise, adopt and interrogate a series of key terms in order 
to contextualise my own work with those of other thinkers but also in order to establish a new set of con-
ventions and annotations of the experience itself. Entanglement and intra-action are used primarily in re-
lation to the work of Barad, and are used to discuss various topological conditions between materials and 
objects. Body, tool and landscape are used to initially differentiate between myself, the wheelchair and 
the Ashdown forest, but throughout the essay these conventions are reframed and questioned not only in 
response to their use by certain other thinkers but also in response to their socio-political relationships. 

9 Evans, Chris, and Alun Withey. “An enlightenment in steel? Innovation in the steel trades of 
eighteenth-century Britain.” Technology and Culture 53, no. 3 (2012): 533-560.

10 Heidegger, Martin. Being and time. Suny Press, 2010.

11 Barad, Karen. Meeting the universe halfway: Quantum physics and the entanglement of matter 
and meaning. duke university Press, 2007.
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thinkers which embody a more intimate understanding of both the technological, physiological 

and quantum conditions, we reframe the discussion we are seeking to expand. This being the 

way in which non normative embodimnent can enable us to ponder questions of ontology and 

epistemology from a new perspective.  And here finally we can introduce The Floor Is Lava 

thought experiment. Taking inspiration from this childhood game we can establish a theoretical 

condition which raises the ontological question of; if the ground was lava, people around me 

jumping from stone to stone, sofa to sofa, tree to tree; what refuge, or material boundary would, 

if any, the wheelchair create? Embodiment, matter, causality and dependency, and to an extent 

ethics, all a play a part in contemplating this circumstance.

Throughout each of these 3 chapters, I will refer back to and actively use my methodology of 

autoethnographic reflection to critique and question the ontologies of body, tool and landscape 

with the subtleties of my own experience, the idiosyncrasies of my movements, and a developing 

terminology of being. And it will be this methodology which provides a way of approaching the 

hypothetical situation of the lava floor.

Chapter 1 
Autoethnography: Non-Normative Embodiment

When we think of movement, progression, entering, exiting, from going to the kitchen to a 

wander through a forest, we, and even myself seem to consistently use the term walk. Going 

for a walk, stepping in, stepping out, walking up, walking through. Just as humanists embrace 

the anthropocentric convention of embodiment here we are embracing the normative. To say I 

wheeled out of car sounds alien and unfamiliar even to myself, but it is what happens, what did 

happen; and I believe a detail imperative to the continuity of discussion.

When we arrived at our location, parked up, and I wheeled out of my car onto a rough gravel 

terrain, we sat at the boundary of the wild state of the Ashdown forest. At this point there was 

nothing particularly unusual, unfamiliar or unsettling about this, even in urban and suburban 

settings roadworks, driveways, beaten paths have been covered in gravel, they create, when 

wheeling over them a continuous, frustrating yet understandable rumble through the chair, 
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through me; so at this point I am still on domesticated ground.12 However, now we cross the 

threshold into the landscape. Ingold may somewhat counter this claim, for him landscape is not 

determinable as nature, and I don’t contest this, but equally to him it can exist outside your door, 

a “contoured and textured surface replete with diverse objects”13, he seems to describe a level of 

homogeneity between the urban and non-urban ground not due to their material similarities but 

in their sense as two equally man made spaces; he argues that today even the landscape is highly 

manufactured14. I know for many this could be an insight, and also for many this reality exists, 

in which to walk through the forest has no more physiological impact on ones feet than to walk 

along a busy concrete street. But here through my embodiment I must argue that landscape, 

(the) landscape, bestows upon me a very different perception of itself, to wheel along a street is 

not to transverse15 a forest or a hill. 

So here we return. The threshold had been crossed and now more than ever my belief in the 

alternative epistemology of landscape is certain, my autoethnographic story has begun…

(2)

As we progress the gravel recedes away beneath the low grass, and ahead a worn footpath,

the logical form of a crescent soil mound sitting between intangible footsteps.

Here the grass is replaced by battered soil, indents and caverns still liminal from the weekends 

rain,

    I proceed.

12 This territorial limbo between the usual and the unknown, the familiar but not common 
ground, represents an intermediate state which we will importantly return to.

13 Ingold, Tim. “The temporality of the landscape.” World archaeology 25, no. 2 (1993): 152-174.

14 ibid

15 The term ‘transverse’ through this text will be used as counter to walking, wheeling and even 
heavily burdened words such as ‘wander’ or ‘derive’; in physiology it is an imaginary plane used to subdi-
vide our body into parts in relation to one another, but to me it is more. There’s a politics to the terms we 
adopt, and just as there’s an indefinable importance to the pronouns used in gender identity, with disabil-
ity, I am finding there’s traditionally a subconscious terminology that does not truly express the unique 
movements I or others embody. My experience transversing this site in the Ashdown forest fluctuated 
in its agency, sometimes to transverse was self-directed, guided by my will to reach a certain point, but 
at other times that agency was absolved by the landscape; my movement was externally directed by the 
ground. And how often can this be said of someone who walks, how often does the ground take charge 
and move you.The crossing of a threshold and the relationship to the other side of it, was the beginning 
of my methodology, not at the time it occurred but through recollection and recalling of this moment. It 
became evident that the value in this experience came not just from the experience itself but from a study 
of its impact on my understanding. 
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No, not there..

I diverge from the path as my wheel begins to slip,

clinging on to untrodden ground

progress is slow and weary,

awareness is focused    yet narrow

each moment is a glitch, almost    a simulation

after some time passes there is a brief relenting

but as the landscape deepens so too does its estrangement,

yet I feel entangled with(in) it.

Autoethnography was introduced as a research methodology by Karl Heider in 197516 and 

expanded further into wider discourse by Hayamo in 197917 and since then has been used 

predominantly as an autobiographical technique18 where narratives of personal experience have 

been used to extend discourse on subjects such anthropology, feminism and disability. “Doing 

autoethnography involves a back-and-forth movement between experiencing and examining a 

vulnerable self and observing and revealing the broader context of that experience”19. It is, as 

the name suggests, an ethnography of the self, and a such has drawn criticism as being an all 

too subjective form of research. Leon Anderson in Analytic Autoethnography20 argues for a less 

emotive and more tangential form of methodology which embraces the ‘objective’ techniques 

of traditional ethnography and anthropology. Yet the very value of this empirical study of the 

self is found not only in its ability to posit questions on the value of subjective and objective 

knowledge, but also in its reference to unique and unconventional forms of psychological and 

physical embodiment, the non-normative. New epistemological insights in this case through 

disability, with(in) the landscape, are found. Because when we experience through a medium 

16 Heider, Karl G. “What do people do? Dani auto-ethnography.” Journal of Anthropological 
Research 31, no. 1 (1975): 3-17.

17 Hayano, David M. “Auto-ethnography: Paradigms, problems, and prospects.” Human organiza-
tion 38, no. 1 (1979): 99-104.

18 Ellis, Carolyn. The ethnographic I: A methodological novel about autoethnography. Vol. 13. 
Rowman Altamira, 2004.

19 Ellis, Carolyn. “Telling secrets, revealing lives: Relational ethics in research with intimate oth-
ers.” Qualitative inquiry 13, no. 1 (2007): 3-29.

20 Anderson, Leon. “Analytic Autoethnography.”Journal of Contemporary Ethnography 35, no. 4 
(August 2006): 373–95. doi:10.1177/0891241605280449.
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that no other has, it allows the expression of a new voice, and it is this voice, which when 

coupled with and used to critique existing discourse, forms new terms, redefinitions and 

reconsiderations. 

The tool becomes wheelchair, the world becomes the damp soil surrounding Black Hill just 

outside of Crowborough, the body, without legs, with Proteus Syndrome becomes one which 

floats above this landscape, linked materially by this new tool. Each detail, now given a voice 

by this methodology forms a unique and strictly objective perspective on the ontological 

relationships of things and the self. In An Observing Science,21 Ranulph Glanville flips the 

objective/subjective narrative and argues that it is through our very physiologically contained 

perception of our environment that we are inherently an objective being, since we have only our 

own relation and perception to and of things to define our epistemology. To follow Glanville, 

we can begin to equally argue for the objective nature of an autoethnographic study, since even 

though in this study we set out to blur the lines of subjective/objective knowledge, we can still 

acknowledge the objective importance of self. 

We must become body, become object, become landscape; autoethnography allows one to insert 

themselves into what Barad calls intra-action; the event or moment in which materials and 

their relationships to one another harness agency22. Autoethnography is a methodology which 

dissolves us of the egoism of subjectivity, we are not just objective observers, we are as much 

the object as the object is us. We are of the world, not in it, “Embodiment is a matter not of being 

specifically situated in the world, but rather of being of the world in its dynamic specificity”23 

- my non-normative state of embodiment therefore not only places me as part of the worlds 

dynamic specificity, but creates an alternative set of physical and consequently epistemological 

trajectories and/or marks -  “I regard embodiment as a movement of incorporation rather than 

inscription, not a transcribing of form onto material but a movement wherein forms themselves 

21 Glanville, R. An Observing Science  Foundations of Science 6,45–75 (2001). https://doi.
org/10.1023/A:1011353225749

22 Richard Oppenheimer reflecting on the first tests of the atomic bomb in 1945 stated the 
Bhagavad Gita: “Now I am become Death, the destroyer of worlds” he, unknowingly ,or not, had inserted 
himself into the political, ethical and scientific entanglement of the moment; not as the creator, designer, 
or being distinct from the apparatus and the molecules and the policies which were bought together, but 
as part of it. 

23 Barad, Meeting The Universe Halfway, 2007, 377
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are generated”24. When we broaden the discourse on knowing and perception we can better 

understand the material complexity and idiosyncrasies of the contexts and in this case landscapes 

we transverse; and as Barad argues, 

The point of challenging traditional epistemologies is not merely to welcome females, 

slaves, children, animals, and other dispossessed Others (exiled from the land of knowers 

by Aristotle more than two millennia ago) into the fold of knowers but to better the account 

for the ontology of knowing.25

If we return to myself and the landscape we can begin to establish the two states which led 

one to consider the unstable epistemological position I am pondering, of how the oscillatory 

perception and physiological relationship to landscape via my personal embodiment can 

help us to theorise our ways of being in context to things. These oscillations were curated by 

intra-actions between body/matter, tool/apparatus and landscape, and the following chapters 

cumulatively collate these distinct elements into a holistic whole.

Chapter 2

Body – Dissolving the Lines of Matter

Matter is substance in its intra-acting becoming – not a thing but a doing, a congealing of 

agency. Matter is a stabilising and destabilising process of iterative intra-activity. 26

Hernia trusses and corrective garments were just two of the many body correcting devices that 

became prolific in the 18th century and on into the start of the metallurgical innovations during 

the industrial revolution27. Research into the development of these steel devices which were 

primarily used to restructure or hide bodily deformities, hints at the entanglement of material 

and technological advancement; and the moment in which the bones of the spine and ones 

24 Ingold, “The temporality of the landscape.” 1993, 157

25 Barad, Meeting The Universe Halfway, 2007, 378

26 ibid, 151

27 Evans and Withey. “An enlightenment in steel? Innovation in the steel trades of eighteenth-cen-
tury Britain.” 2012,  777
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postural status of being was entangled with the new forms of socio-political material practice.

Technologies of the body sought to alter the material fabric of the body to a more 

harmonious whole which, we argue, itself acted as a vector or metaphor for politeness. In 

this sense, elements such as form, simplicity and elegance were as relevant to the physical 

body as they were to word and gesture. 28

The idea of the polite body resonates with more contemporary discourse on the boundaries of 

body and matter, the theoretical line which we sketch around those or those things which we 

perceive. The epistemological etymology of how we describe and idealise the polite body has 

not only defined our cultural conception of our place and importance in and of relation to the 

world and its matter, but has also implicated our ontological understanding of this condition 

too. So here we ask, how can one critique this historically embedded conception of the body 

in the context of post humanist discourse on embodiment, matter and even disability? Further, 

how has my specific autoethnographic study expanded questions on the boundary of the body, 

and finally what answers or new understandings are formed when we think of the impolite 

body29; one which does not break the line that seems to cross over into new material territory, 

but questions the very existence of the agential boundary between body and matter in the first 

place..30

And it is these three terms on which this discussion pivots, the body, as an indeterminate matter, 

and the agency of said matter. as a “...stabilising and destabilising process of iterative intra-

activity”31 and if we talk of this matter, and the post humanist understanding, in relation to 

non-normative embodiment we can reframe what is meant by agency. Decontextualised for a 

28 ibid

29  To cover holistically the many conceptualisations and theories on body and ontology would 
not only be beyond the scope of this essay but a vast undertaking. Therefore this small chapter will act 
relationally to the context of my experience within the landscape, reflecting on these questions of the post 
humanist stance, discussed primarily in relation to agential realism, and the bodily boundary through the 
fulcrum of my autoethnographic refection.

30 Evans and Withey. “An enlightenment in steel? Innovation in the steel trades of eighteenth-cen-
tury Britain.” 2012 - Whereas Withey and Evans talk of the determinate techno-physiological condition 
of bodily deformation in the 18th century, current post humanist discourse focuses on restructuring the 
binary causality between determinism and free will. Post humanist theorists such as Haraway, Foucault 
and Butler attempt to conceptualise a less anthropocentric idea of body, agency and matter.

31 Barad, Meeting The Universe Halfway, 2007, 210
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moment from the site of study – my experience, as (a) body, as (a) matter32 prior to this was not 

ever fully considered, an inherent observation of my body as an alternative morphology was 

present but my body as means to questioning epistemological understandings was not, my being 

had become idiosyncratic - but this study showed that, in agreement with Ato Quayson:

 Disability might [….] be productively thought of as being on a continuum with the sublime 

in terms of its oscillation between a pure abstraction and a set of material circumstances 

and conditions. 33

Could it therefore be argued that my body, or matter in relation to the world had lost a sense 

of agency, had fallen into a habitual embodiment that was only non-normative in the sense of 

agency from the outside? Maybe it is through what barad call intra-action, specifically with those 

things which disrupt the habitual state of being which allows us to restructure our epistemology 

and perception of not only our relation to things but our matter itself. “Habit expresses our 

power of dilating our being-in-the-world, or changing our existence by appropriating fresh 

instruments.”34 - habit, normality, experiential banality can bound our being and culturally 

draw these lines around us, we see not only others but ourselves as matter with determinable 

boundaries of causality and agency. Habit can by its very existence emphasise changes when 

they occur, the idiosyncrasies of life become ever more apparent.

So if to be, prior to this autoethnographic study, was to have my matter bound by habitual 

lines, what did this study enable both physiologically and onto-epistemologically; how did it 

restructure my perception, and being, of being? To truly question the material consequences, 

we must understand perception as a material (or in convention, a physiological) act. For, to 

paraphrase Bateson35, the mind to expand beyond the skin we must feel the movement of the 

ground, which in so moves us, which in so forces our eyes to adjust, our neck to turn, our 

attention to focus, to locate the next trajectory that will cyclically lead us through this same 

32 I wanted to consider myself not just as body but a material circumstance

33 Quayson, Ato. Aesthetic nervousness: Disability and the crisis of representation. Columbia Uni-
versity Press, 2007.23

34 Merleau-Ponty, Maurice. Phenomenology of perception. Motilal Banarsidass Publishe, 1996. 
166

35 Bateson, Gregory. “Form, substance and difference.” Essential Readings in Biosemiotics 501 
(1970).
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process; and through all this, our mind touches the soil. We perceive not just through our mind, 

our perception, but through our very ontology. And this process is present in all of us, whether 

we walk over or wheel through the landscape, this entanglement occurs, but here what I argue 

is that where normal embodiment experiences these moments passively as an idiosyncratic 

event, my personal embodiment, in which these moments (both as time and movement) were 

emphasized, highlighted the agential causality of the experience. My bodily relationship to 

the matter I transversed was hyperbolised, just as the metallurigical augmentations of the 18th 

century defined a physiological and psychological relationship to steel and further, an industrial 

movement, here too my embodiment makes present a causal entanglement between mind, 

matter and landscape, which I can empirically extend as new epistemological understanding of 

material ontology. Here, the body acts as a resonator, each sensory network amplified by its very 

physiological specifications – and as such its perception of self and landscape is dramatically 

realigned.

Chapter 3

Body and Tool – The Object As A Theoretical Practice

(3)

The rubber tire, which over the last several months has been slowly worn down from a strongly 

textured face to a smooth blurry surface by concrete, carpet and gravel, etches itself over and 

through a slurry of moist soil, trampled grass and a cacophony of bugs, bacteria and particles. 

As it turns, the metal bolt slowly wears away, adding minute fragments of itself to the ground 

below. The caster which shakes and rattles in the small amount of give it was provided by the 

engineer who tightened its bolt 2 months (ago) oscillates through the metal frame, the foam arm 

rests, the fabric seat cover, the rubber hand control and within the smallest fragment of time 

and through the complex spatio-material highway, the ground reaches my hand. If we accept 

the technoscientfic vocabulary of the apparatus we can envision the wheelchair as a calibrated 

resonator, sensing and translating the idiosyncrasies and material actions of the ground into 

the body of me, the observer, the sensor, the passive receptor of information?  But maybe it is a 

tool, a specific tool I utilise to help transverse my body through an unfamiliar context? Or even 

a machine, an assemblage of parts controlled by in such a way to cultivate the landscape like 
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some disabled friendly but pragmatically impotent tractor.36

But before I land on my own understanding I wish to cover an imperative lineage of discourse 

on the subject of things, Within this chapter I simultaneously consider the wheelchair as a 

body of extension and a body of independence, but to consider the wheelchair as independent 

means what? Is it a device, a tool, or separate body. We begin with Heidegger’s insight into this 

ontological question in his Tool Analysis37 and which comes through what he calls equipment. 

Through which he argues that our most intimate relationship with this equipment is not 

achieved distally as an objective, intellectual contemplation of the equipment, but through a 

proximal manipulation of it, where its ontology becomes ours and its mutual function. The two 

states that Heidegger ponders are defined as readiness to hand, (distal) and present to hand, the 

(proximal)38. Heidegger’s Tool Analysis of Readiness To Hand and Present To Hand presents 

a very Cartesian spatial theorisation of our relationship to objects – presenting the distal and 

proximal as geometric and traditionally spatial separation of bodies and things. His central 

argument is that we view objects ontologically differently when we observe or use them. To 

observe is to be objective, to use is to become subjectively entangled not with the object (and 

certainly not with(in)) but its agency and function as a literal tool, to use a hammer is to become 

hammering, to use a wheelchair would be to become what? A key limitation with Heidegger’s 

Tool Analysis and general theory on the idea of things is not just its humanist facet, as being 

in or of relation us ourselves, but its normative understanding of relation to things. In addition, 

setting a Cartesian distinction between subject and object creates an inherent prejudice in the 

way we spatially understand our experience; we must embrace the indeterminacy between object 

and apparatus, the material interrelations of self and other. The following traces a selection of 

thinkers discourse on Heidegger’s Tool Analysis, each of which provides not only a variation in 

perspectives of things, but as things in relation (or not) to ourselves – and through this we will 

begin to develop an alternative view on the articulation of intra active agency in context to the 

wheelchair and body.

36 I wonder about these various linguistic definitions because it is imperative to understand both 
the language and ontological consequences involved, and thus to contextualise myself not just in a lin-
guistic definition, but equally to self define, or redefine what I mean, or what is/was meant in the context 
of this autoethnographic study.

37 Heidegger, Being and Time, 2010

38 Hetherington, “Spatial textures: place, touch, and praesentia.” 2003
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A primary reader of Heidegger’s Tool Analysis has been Graham Harman who over the past 

decade or so has attempted to reconfigure the understanding of object and tool through his idea 

of ‘object-orientated ontology’39. Whereas Heidegger believed that tools exist in an interactive 

relational state until the point of breaking at which their non relation makes them independent, 

Harman believes that tools are independent when they are relational, and dependent when 

they’re unrelational40. Yet Harmans object-orientated ontology posits the relational condition 

as not only between human and tool but tool and tool, object and object. Even further Harman 

follows the idea of Jean Baudrillard41 in theorising the interaction and relational condition of 

object as being a simulation, it is merely surfaces which interact with one another, the minute 

particle to particle moment. But if we reach back to our discussion of Bateson and Ingold42, 

the mind leaking, beyond the boundaries of the skin, we must question both Heidegger and 

Harman, not only in their bifurcated interpretation of tools, but in their strictly Cartesian, linear 

and particle material condition. Although Harman does argue for a less humanist view on things, 

I do believe the humanist concept is a perspective applied to ourselves, it is an intellectual 

system which supports the duality of object and human, not favouring either but yet still 

embracing the non intra active condition. Both Harman and Heidegger rely on this distinction 

of the self and other, and although my autoethnographic methodology and my perspectives on 

objectivity as an extension of our material connection to the world, relies on a very human and 

personalised position; theirs is posited as an ontological certainty rather than an epistemological 

contemplation. 

Ranulph Glanville as opposed to Harman argues that we are objective by the very fact that 

of our own subjective perception of being and reality43, this supports the autoethnographic 

facet of disrupting the subjectivity critique but represents a logically clear but metaphysically 

questionable humanist view of perception and epistemology – it suggests that physiology and 

seeing/feeling is an internalised act of our own agency and ignores the intra action of other 

39 Harman, Graham. Tool-being: Elements in a theory of objects. DePaul University, 1999.

40 Harman, Graham. “The well-wrought broken hammer: object-oriented literary criticism.” New 
literary history 43, no. 2 (2012): 183-203.

41 Baudrillard, Jean. Simulacra and simulation. University of Michigan press, 1994.

42 Ingold, “Point, line and counterpoint: From environment to fluid space.” 2009

43 Glanvile, “An Observing Science” 2001
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material things that these perceptions are reliant on. To expand this towards my autoethnographic 

experience and view on body and tool, we must first explore this idea of reliance or dependency. 

Ian Hodder in his writings on entanglements44 talks of dependence in reference to our mutual 

systemic relationship to modes of production and mobilisation of things which seek to maintain 

and perpetuate not only human labor but what Harman would call Tool-Being. Hodder argues 

that “...it is accepted that human existence and social life depend on material things and are 

entangled with them; humans and things are relationally produced”45. The stability of our 

relation to things and things relation to us and things relation to things, all seek to stabilise 

our ontological entanglement with one another, our dependency, whether social, political or 

economic perpetuates material intra action. The dependency of myself on the wheelchair, 

but equally my wheelchair on me, is dependent on my disability to have a reason for being 

which is entangled in the social economic production of devices which now seek to extend the 

physical abilities of those with disabilities. Our material intra action and dependency is then 

adjusted when the ground as matter and the landscape as context of perception destabilises our 

conventional material entanglement through a physiological diffraction in perception.

My autoethnographic reflection on this moment of destabilisation between tool/apparatus/

object/thing and myself provides a different epistemological take than those we have covered. 

If the wheelchair was to be considered in a Heideggerian view, this destabilising ground would 

mean its breaking would amount to independence from conventional relation, yet it is this very 

destabilising trajectory which enhances my and the objects ontological entanglement. From 

Harman, although understanding the relation between wheelchair, and soil as an independent 

condition would still posit a referential space for that interaction to occur, yet through my bodily 

relation to/of/in the chair, I feel and embody and respond to this relationality too. Hodder’s idea 

of perpetual dependency between humans and things46 uses the analogy of the cyclical material 

processes of Christmas lights, from the decoration in home to the salvation of it metals in 

factories thousands of miles away, yet to use this analogy somewhat questions the definition of 

dependency between body and things. Does the body of the factory worker rely on the Christmas 

lights existence and own agency in order to provide itself work and thus money and thus food? 

44 Hodder, Ian. “The entanglements of humans and things: A long-term view.” New literary histo-
ry 45, no. 1 (2014): 19-36.

45 ibid.

46 ibid.
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Is this the same typology of dependency that my body had and does have on the wheelchair? To 

not only mobilise me but to protect me from the ground? Here is embedded an ethical question 

of the nature of capitalist entanglement between body and things, but do the Christmas lights 

extend the ontology of the worker in the same way that my wheelchair extends mine?47 If we 

recollect once more the ideas of Ingold on body and matter he talks, as does Bateson, of this 

leaking of mind, through and between matter, or material circumstances. But for matter to leak, 

to transfer from one condition to another there requires a sense of necessity, a causality which 

determines the quantity and quality of this transfer. Our reliance on the various intra-actions 

we experience each and all day, as well as the reliance of other matter on us to transfer and 

transform it, transforms our humanist perception of objects as vessels of our own independent 

and determinate agency. I, in contrast to Harman and Heidegger would suggest that we do not 

merely orientate an ontology from ourself or an object, but embrace the collective, entangled 

ontology that we see in the theoretical work of Karen barad. Barad does not emphasize the 

role of the observer but talks of the entanglement of many materially dependent circumstances 

of transference, reliance and interaction48. If we return to the transversement - “I diverge 

from the path as my wheel begins to slip, clinging on to untrodden ground”49 we can now 

question whether this moment was a clinging on to the ground, or an indeterminable causal 

moment of the ground pushing me away from a direction I was not meant to take. Because 

to merely discuss the world through the lens of our perspective of it, engraves a politics and 

hierarchy onto a set of conditions that we are in fact a part of. To truly embrace an alternate 

epistemological understanding we must present which discourse which gives equal voice and 

equal contemplation to the body, the wheelchair and to the landscape. 

47 Just as the worker cannot argue that his bodily extension is as or more present than mine, I can-
not mine to his, but its is about understanding the value in considering how our individual embodiments 
create a far more complex series of unique intra-actions that any of these thinkers are suggesting.

48 Barad, Meeting The Universe Halfway, 2007

49 Whitewood-Neal, Black Hill Autoethnographic Writing, 2020
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Chapter 4

Body, Tool and Landscape – The Floor Is Lava

In Meeting The Universe Halfway50 Barad argues for the embedded and entangled nature of 

the observer and the agency of observation, the body and apparatus. With repeated reference 

to the experimental and theoretical ideologies of Niels Bohr, Barad questions the conventional 

notions of subject/object relations by suggesting that “reality is not independent of our 

explorations of it”51 but a set of material circumstances where human and non human agency 

informs a quantum state of identity and being. But in order to focus this discussion on my 

autoethnographic experience, and to contemplate the floor is lava ontological question, we must 

establish a clear set of dynamic relations between body, tool and the landscape. An analogy or 

anecdote used by Barad is of IBM’s Scanning Tunnelling Microscope experiment conducted 

by Eigler and Schweizer52. Preceded intellectually by nano scale manipulations proposed in a 

lecture by Richard Feynman  53 “In reconfiguring a few atoms on a surface, Eigler reconfigures 

our imaginations and the material possibilities for imaging”54  When we think of this in terms 

of that perceptive shift between connection to ground and separation from it, the shift from 

material subjectivity to observation, imaging to manipulation; the scale of intra-action between 

body, tool and in this case the matter of atoms becomes imperative55. To what extent did Eigler’s 

hand through the very concept of writing and manipulation not become the STM, or even better, 

to what extent did the STM not embody Eigler?

Bohr, Eigler and Schweizer toyed with atoms, from observing a surface to being that surface, 

and in my experience I enacted a state which could not be a material differentiation between 

self and surface. The apparatus, the wheelchair, is constantly materially entangled, yet it was 

50 Barad, Meeting The Universe Halfway, 2007

51 ibid.

52 The first example of atom scale manipulation of matter, the STM experiment conducted at IBM 
was a paradigmatic moment not just in physics but in science studies and philosophy. Through the use of 
the STM, Eigler and Schweizer were able to manipulate 35 xenon atoms into the IBM logo.

53 Feynman, Richard P. “There’s plenty of room at the bottom.” California Institute of Technology, 
Engineering and Science magazine (1960).

54 Barad, Meeting The Universe Halfway, 2007, 358

55 To what extent did Eigler’s hand through the very concept of writing and manipulation not 
become the STM, or even better, to what extent did the STM not embody Eigler?
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the condition of that entanglement that altered my perception and epistemological understand 

of context and landscape. So if we accept the inherent, indeterminable entanglement of matter 

between self, wheelchair and surface, as a strata of material intra action, we must then ask what 

is it that manipulates my perception? It is not the proximal or distal relation which informs 

a link to the experience56 and it is not the act of this movement alone which determines my 

perception, so perhaps instead it is my perceived agency through which this is happening. Am 

I transversing this minute landscape by my will or by the determinant nature of the ground 

itself? Does for a moment the ground and wheelchair take precedent over their material intra 

action and become the agents of my manipulation? Maybe this is the mechanism, the moment 

at which my epistemological (mis)understanding takes place57. If the ground were to fall away 

an be replaced by that childhood lava, what is responsibe for the manipluation of my ontological 

perception and from this, how can we come to a conclusion about my embodiment in such a 

circumstance?

My initial intellectual reaction of my transversing through the Ashdown forest was one of 

oscillation between two modes of perception. The ways in which the landscape moved my 

body, took precedent of my agency of trajectory, and sought to determine the Cartesian range 

of my physiological understanding of the matter I was in58. From ground which enabled a self-

determinate directionality to surfaces so alien to the urban and domestic territories that im used 

to that each movement was as if attempting to weather an uncontrollable wave. Each particle 

fighting against yours, absolving one of the comfort of control. From the moments of still and 

banality where my perceptive range became expanded59. Yet here we encounter an ontological 

56 although from a pragmatic perspective the idiosyncratic changes in the meeting between soil 
and tire create vibrations, and oscillations guided the trajectory of the chair.

57 Eigler and Schweizer, although being able to question the object and subject indeterminacy 
through their STM experiment were still bound by scale and by embodiment. They were not confronted 
by the equal possibility of being perceptibly moved by the apparatus or the atom, and due to such their 
onto-epistemological understanding, all though following the same discourse, did not fully or empiri-
cally embody the different quantum intra-actions they were suggesting exists. Here it comes down to the 
epistemological understanding of embodiment which is altered. And yet it is this humanist epistemolog-
ical view which enables us to question the post humanist notion of a material reality which exists in an 
alternate quantum state than our own.

58 Barad, Meeting The Universe Halfway, 2007

59 Thoughts of the sublime were bought to mind, an ideology embedded with paradoxical ideas 
of scale and embodiment from Edmund burkes idea of the bodily, physiological sublime, the proximal 
and traditionally observed as subjective. To the sublime theorisation of Kant as a boundless, vast and 
distal experience, an objective and geometrically disconnected conception of experience of the landscape. 
Each seemed to comfortably sit within the realms of perception I oscillated between, the moments of 
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and epistemological glitch, because once again this subject/object dichotomy seemingly defined 

by the proximal and distal ideas of physiological perception, not only suggests a Cartesian 

relation, but ignores the varied interrelations between other agents during this moment. We are 

defining an understanding of landscape and self through a humanist perspective and ignoring 

the extended embodiment of the apparatus/tool/thing/object/wheelchair. If one merely views 

the wheelchair as a material translation of the ground and not an agent itself, we are supposing 

a humanist epistemological interpretation of the landscape. For what if we consider that in 

the very moment and state that I am experiencing a distal perception of the landscape – the 

wheelchair is actually more connected to the ground than ever, its rubber, its matter no longer 

shakes and diffracts from the surface but remains in constant connection to it. In this moment, I 

see the landscape, the wheelchair feels it. But what if the ground, in this moment was not made 

of soil, made of grass, bugs, bacteria, micro plastics. What if it were lava? As the game starts, 

the rules commence, and my competitors clamber onto rocks, trees and monuments, what does 

this landscape mean to me, to the wheelchair, and us to each other?

If, like the moment of still when I see the landscape and the wheelchair feels it, or the opposite 

when I am moved by the ground and wheelchair reads it; if these material moments of agency 

oscillating between two indeterminate binaries occur, what does it mean for the condition of 

me, the chair, us. This co-existing of agencies and intra-actions is argued by Barad and her 

ideas of quantum entanglement, in which matter, agency and meaning becomes a moment, 

or selection of moments transversing space-time simultaneously60. And from this I extend the 

ontological and material question, can one whose matter is seemingly embodied in the apparatus 

that  inhabits this magma landscape remain safe, and in one moment both disrupt and embrace 

the socio-cultural conventions of objects and space, and the conventions of bodily boundaries 

and material causality. To interrogate this, we can recontextualise the analogy of Eigler and 

Schweizer. The hand becomes my body, grappling and being grappled by the wheelchair, the 

wheelchair that the STM has become. The wheelchair begins, through movement to inscribe 

itself into the landscape, into the magma. We have tackled in depth what is the body, what is the 

wheelchair, but here in order to contemplate the landscape as a field of lava and the implications 

harsh ground drawing close attention to the proximal, physiological impact of the landscape, and the soft, 
forgiving surfaces allowing one to momentarily disconnect from the ground, and perceive the scale of 
context I was present in.

60 Barad, Meeting The Universe Halfway, 2007
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of such, we must first understand what this landscape is.  If we look back to our quote by Ato 

Quayson we can view landscape like disability as both  “a pure abstraction and a set of material 

circumstances and conditions”61. But through this autoethnographic experience it not only 

acted as an ensemble of material conditions but as an active causal agent in the curation of my 

movement through and experience of it. We can relate it to Ingolds concept of the Taskscaspe62, 

a qualitative environment, and one I would argue allows, and encourages embodiment to play a 

key part in its multitude of possible interpretations:

Just as the landscape is an array of related features, so - by analogy - the taskscape is an 

array of related activities. And as with the landscape, it is qualitative and heterogeneous: 

we can ask of a taskscape, as of a landscape, what it is like, but not how much of it there 

is. In short, the taskscape is to labour what the landscape is to land.63

Through this transversing of the landscape, it did not absolve the wheelchair of agency, an 

ability to interact with the ground, instead the ground in its own individual ontology indirectly 

configured a specific set of material intra actions between the wheelchair and itself, The ground 

and the landscape functioned on two different scales, one as a mode of wider perception and 

the other as mode of physiological configuration. But their relation is such that for my form of 

perception to be created, the ground formulated a unique embodied experience, one which not 

only relied on a material relation to the chair, and material relation to me, but equally for their to 

exist a causal link between all three, a dependency not founded on determinism but on an intra 

activity between each entity. For the normative body, to stand unseperated from the lava ground 

would be considered a breach of rules, whereas, to stand upon an object we consider separate 

from the ground, a chair, a table, a tree, would be safe. At face value therefore, to others, and 

even intially to myself, my wheelchair may constitute the same safety as these objects. A classic 

epistemology of things and our relation to them would diffeentiate my body from that of the 

wheelchair, but this experience, and my refletion on such has led to a fundamental change of this 

position. My mind has been the vessel by which I have contenplated this thesis, but we must now 

also understand the mind as the vessel which does not trasnverse the landscape, but transverses 

61 Quayson, Aesthetic nervousness: Disability and the crisis of representation. 2007.

62 Ingold, “The temporality of the landscape.” 1993

63 ibid.
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the many material circumstances which are entangled between my body and the ground, the 

body, wheelchair and ground constiture the material entanglement of this experience, whereas I 

believe, my mind, my epistemological and phenomological embodiment is truly that which sails 

along the network of these materialities out into the boundlessness of the landscape. 

Conclusion

If the floor is lava, and we begin to interrogate the nature of all things that we consider 

extensions of ourselves or even distinct extensions of the landscape, we can either conclude 

that all of us regardless of embodiment are most defintely safe, or most defintely not. My 

unique embodied relationship merely allows me to epistemologically re-evealuate this state 

of being but does not diiferentiate by state of being from anyone else. The body, we found 

is a resonator of the external world, in such that it both amplifies and embodies it. The tool 

or here the wheelchair, must then equally have a voice and vitality equal to the bodies of the 

translations and perceptions of the world which are dependent on it. And finally, the landscape, 

the ground and what we objectively percieve as that which is exterior to our minds and body, 

is actually an external material reconfiguration of our internal knowledge. Each facet of this 

entagled ontological ensemble cannot be quantified nor made hierachical, but this is not to 

homogenise all things to a state of constant equality, it is to recognise the temporal nature of 

depedency and causality between mind, matter, and epistemological consequences that their 

interactions enatil. This autoethnographic study has shown that non normative embodiment 

can help us to reconfigure our perception of experience, but more importantly, that this form of 

research presents an oppurtnity to establish a new paradigm of ontological thinking, one which 

widens and enriches our epistemological conceptions.
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